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We present a universal algorithm for the optimal quantum state estimation of an arbitrary finite
dimensional system. The algorithm specifies a physically realizable (i.e., finite) positive operator valued
measurement on a finite number of identically prepared systems. We illustrate the general formalism
by applying it to different scenarios of the state estimation of N independent and identically prepared
two-level systems (qubits). [S0031-9007(98)05400-3]
PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz

Suppose we have N quantum objects, each prepared in
an unknown pure quantum state described by a density
operator r̂  jcl kcj. The question is: What kind of
measurement provides the best possible estimation of r̂?
Clearly, if we have an unlimited supply of particles in the
state r̂, i.e., when N approaches infinity, we can estimate
r̂ with an arbitrary precision. In practice, however,
only finite and usually small ensembles of identically
prepared quantum systems are available. This leads to
an important problem of the optimal state estimation
with limited physical resources. It is a generic problem,
common to many areas of quantum physics ranging from
the ultraprecise quantum metrology to eavesdropping in
quantum cryptography.
Within a framework of an elementary group theory the
problem of the state estimation can be reformulated as a
more general problem of estimating an unknown unitary
operation from a group of transformations acting on a
given quantum system (i.e., the state estimation follows as
a special case). Holevo [1] has shown that this problem
can be solved via the covariant measurement (CM)
approach. Unfortunately, the covariant measurement
corresponds to an infinite (i.e., consisting of an infinite
continuous set of operators) and therefore physically
nonrealizable positive operator valued measurement
(POVM). We note that from the logic of the CM it
follows that if any optimal measurement (finite or infinite)
0031-9007y 98y80(8)y1571(5)$15.00

does exist then using a simple formal construction one
can generate from the original optimal measurement
another measurement which is covariant and which, at the
same time, conserves optimality of the original solution.
In the present Letter we address the question of how to
find finite optimal generalized measurements if they exist.
This is a fundamental question because only finite POVM
schemes are experimentally realizable. We propose a
universal algorithm about how to look for these POVM
schemes and we apply it explicitly in two physically
interesting cases of the state estimation of N identically
prepared two-level systems (qubits).
In order to set up the scene, let us assume that state r̂
is generated from a reference state r̂0  jc0 l kc0 j by a
unitary operation Usxd which is an element of a particular
unitary finite dimensional representation of a compact
Lie group G. Different x denote different points of the
group [e.g., different angles of rotation in the case of the
SU(2)] and we assume that all values of x are equally
probable.
Our task is to design the most general POVM, mathematically described P
as a set hÔr jRr1 of positive Hermitian
operators such that r Ôr  1̂ [2,3], which when applied
to the combined system of all N copies provides us with
the best possible estimation of r̂ [and therefore also of
Usxd]. We quantify the quality of the state estimation in
terms of the mean fidelity
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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dx TrfÔr Usxdr̂0 U y sxd ≠ · · · ≠ Usxdr̂0 U y sxdg

G

3 TrfUsxdr̂0 U y sxdUr r̂0 Ury g ,

first trace in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
XZ
f 
TrfÔr U N sxdV̂0 U Ny sxdg

(1)

which corresponds to a particular choice of a cost function
[3] used in a context of detection and estimation theory.
The mean fidelity (1) can be understood as follows: In
order to assess how good a chosen measurement is we
apply it many times simultaneously on all N particles each
in state Usxdr̂0 U y sxd. The parameter x varies randomly
and isotropically [4] over all points of the group G during
many runs of the measurement.
For each result r of the measurement, i.e., for each
operator Ôr , we prescribe the state jcr l  Ur jc0 l
representing our guess (i.e., estimation) of the original
state. The probability of the outcome r is equal to
Tr fÔr Usxdr̂0 U y sxd ≠ · · · ≠ Usxdr̂0 U y sxdg, while the
corresponding fidelity of our estimation is TrfUsxdr̂0 3
U y sxdUr r̂0 Ury g. This fidelity is then averaged over
all possible outcomes and over many independent runs
of the measurement with randomly and isotropically
distributed parameters x. We want to find the generalized
measurement which maximizes the mean fidelity f given
by Eq. (1).
The combined system of N identically prepared reference states always remains within the totally symmetric subspace of H k ≠ H k ≠ · · · H k , where H k is
k-dimensional Hilbert space of the reference state in
which the corresponding unitary representation Usxd acts.
Thus the dimensionality d of the space in which we construct the POVM hÔr j is d  s N1k21
k21 d. In this case the
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r

G

3 TrfUsxdr̂0 U y sxdUr r̂0 Ury g dx ,

(2)

where U N sxd is a new representation of the same group
G; it is equivalent to the N-fold symmetrized direct product [5] of the original representation Usxd. Here U N sxd
transforms the s N1k21
k21 d-dimensional reference state denoted as V̂0 .
We can insert the identity operator UrN UrNy into the first
trace in Eq. (2) and, taking into account that in Eq. (2)
we integrate over the whole group G parametrized by x,
we can substitute U N sxdUrNy ! U N sxd and UsxdUry !
Usxd. Now, using the linearity of the trace operation as
well as the linearity of the representation of the group
G (U r̂U y is a linear adjoint representation) we rewrite
Eq. (2) as
X
f 
Tr fÔr UrN F̂UrNy g ,
(3)
r

where
F̂ 

Z
G

U N sxdV̂0 U Ny sxd Tr fUsxdr̂0 U y sxdr̂0 g dx ,
(4)

is a positive Hermitian operator.
Let us now derive an upper bound on the mean fidelity.
Taking
into account positivity of the operator F̂ (i.e., F̂ 
P
i li jfi l kfi j; l
Pi $ 0) and the completeness condition
for POVM (i.e., r Ôr  1̂) we obtain
X
X
X
f 
Tr fÔr UrN F̂UrNy g 
li TrfÔr UrN jfi l kfi jUrNy g # lmax
TrfÔr UrN jfi l kfi jUrNy g
r

ir

 lmax

X

ir

Tr fÔr UrN 1̂UrNy g  lmax Tr f1̂g  lmax d .

(5)

r

From Eq. (5) it clearly follows that the upper bound
can be achieved if and only if all operators Ôr forming
the POVM satisfy the following conditions: (i) Each
Ôr is proportional to a suitably rotated (by some UrN )
projector on the eigenvector of F̂ with the highest
eigenvalue, i.e., for all Ôr there exists UrN , such that
Ôr  cr UrN jfmax l kfmax jUrNy. This UrN , or more precisely Ur jc0 l, is our guess associated with the result “r.”
(ii) All cr are real and positive, to assure that all
Ôr are positive operators. (iii) Finally, the operators Ôr have to satisfy the completeness criterion
P
N
Ny  1̂. As shown by Holevo
r cr Ur jfmax l kfmax jUr
[1] in the case of the infinite POVM condition (iii) is
fulfilled for covariant measurements, providing the representation U N of the group G is irreducible (see example
B below). This statement follows from the Shur lemma.
However, in the general case of reducible representation
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and specifically for finite realizable POVMs this argument
cannot be used and we have to proceed differently.
To find the solution of the problem we start with
the following observation. Let us assume that we have
some POVM hÔr jRr1 and the corresponding guesses UrN
which maximize the mean fidelity f. We can always
construct another POVM with more elements which
is also optimal. For example, let us consider a oneparametric subgroup Usfd  expsi X̂fd of our original
d
in which the
group G and choose a basis hjmljm1
action of this subgroup is equivalent to multiplication by
a factor eivm f [i.e., the operator Usfd is diagonal in
this basis and vm are eigenvalues of the generator X̂].
Then we take d points fs ss  1, . . . , dd and generate
from each original operator Ôr a set of d operators
1
,
Ôrs
 d U N sfs dÔr U Ny sfs d. In this way we obtain a
new set of sd ? Rd operators such that the mean fidelity for
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P
,
N
Ny
this new set of operators, f  r,s Tr fÔr,s
Ur,s
g, is
F̂Ur,s
equal to the mean fidelity of the original POVM hÔr j
because we ascribe to each eventual result fr, sg a new
guess Ur,s  Usfs dUr . However, in order to guarantee
,
that the new set of operators Ôrs
is indeed a POVM we
have to satisfy the completeness condition
XX
XX 1
,
1̂ 

Ôrs
U N sfs dÔr U Ny sfs d
d
s r
s r
(6)
X X eifs svm 2vn d X
sÔr dmn jml knj .

d
s m,n
r
Let us notice that, by the appropriate choice of fs , the
P eifs svm 2vn d
sum s
can always be made equal to dm,n
d
providing all eigenvalues are nondegenerate [6] (this is
basically a discrete Fourier transform and we illustrate
this point in detail in example A). In this case, the
conditions (6) for the off-diagonal terms in the basis
jml are trivially satisfied whereas the diagonal terms are
equalPto unity because the original POVM hÔr j guarantees
that r sÔr dmm  1. Moreover, even if the original set
of operators hÔr j does not satisfy the full completeness
condition and the conditions for the off-diagonal terms
are not satisfied (i.e., these operators do not constitute
a POVM) we can, using our extension ansatz, always
construct a proper POVM hÔr,s j. This proves that when
we maximize the mean fidelity (3) it is enough to assume
d diagonal conditions rather than the original complete set
of d 2 constraints for diagonal and off-diagonal elements.
Now we turn back to our original problem of how to
construct the POVM which maximizes the mean fidelity.
To do so we first express the operators Ôr in the
form Ôr  cr UrN jCr l kCr jUrNy , where jCr l are general
normalized states in the d-dimensional space in which
the operators Ôr act, and cr are positive constants. This
substitution is done without any loss of generality [7] and
it permits us to rewrite Eq. (3) so that the mean fidelity f
does not explicitly depend on UrN , i.e.,
X
f 
cr TrfjCr l kCr jF̂g .
(7)
r
P
Obviously, the completeness condition r Ôr  1̂ is now
modified and it reads
X
cr UrN jCr l kCr jUrNy  1̂ .
(8)
r

From our discussion above it follows that when maximizing the P
mean fidelity (7) it is enough to apply only d
constraints r cr jkmjUN,r jCr lj2  1 (here m  1, . . . , d)
out of the d 2 constraints (8). Therefore to accomplish our
task we solve a set of Lagrange equations with d Lagrange
multipliers LmP
. If we express Lm as eigenvalues of the
operator L̂  m Lm jml kmj then we obtain the final very
compact set of equations determining the optimal POVM
fF̂ 2 UrNy L̂UrN g jCr l  0 ,
X
cr jkmjUrN jCr lj2  1 .
r

(9)
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From here it follows that jCr l are determined as zeroeigenvalue eigenstates. More specifically, they are
functions of d Lagrange multipliers hLm jdm1 and R
vectors hxr jRr1 [where xr determine Ur as Ur  Usxr d].
These free parameters are in turn related via R conditions
DetfsF̂ 2 UrNy L̂UrN dg  0. The mean fidelity now is
equal to Tr L̂. At this stage we solve a system of d linear
equations [see the second formula in Eq. (9)] for R unknown parameters cr . All solutions for cr parametrically
depend on Lm and xr which are specified above. We
note that the number of free parameters in our problem
depends on R which has not been specified yet. We
choose R such that there are enough free parameters so
that the mean fidelity is maximized and simultaneously all
cr are positive. This freedom in the choice of the value of
R also reflects the fact that there is an infinite number of
equivalent (i.e., with the same value of the mean fidelity)
optimal POVMs. The whole algorithm is completed by
finding fs from Eq. (6) which explicitly determine the
,
finite optimal POVM hÔrs
j. This is the main result of our
Letter.
In the following we will apply this general algorithm
into two physically important examples.
Example A.— Suppose we have N identical copies of
spin 1y2 all prepared in the same but unknown pure quantum state. If we choose the group G to be U(2), i.e., the
complete unitary group transforming a two-level quantum
system, we can straightforwardly apply the optimal estimation scheme as described above. To be more precise,
due to the fact that there exist elements of the group U(2)
for which the reference state is the fixed point (i.e., it is insensitive to its action) we have to work only with the coset
space SUsnd jUsn21d [5]. In the present case this is a subset
of the SU(2) group parametrized by two Euler angles u, c
(the third Euler angle x is fixed and equal to zero). This
subset is isomorphic to the Poincaré sphere.
The unitary representation U is now the representation
1
s 2 d [we use a standard classification of SU(2) representations, where sjd is the spin number]. Its N-fold symmetrized direct product (we denote this representation as
N
U N ) is the representation classified as s 2 d (which transforms a spin-Ny2 particle). Choosing the standard basis jj, ml with m  2j, . . . , j in which the coordinate
expression for Usu, cd corresponds to standard rotation
j
j
matrices Dm,n su, c, 0d  e2imc dm,n sud [8], we obtain the
matrix expression for the operator F̂
Fm,n 

Z

2p

df
0

Z

p
0

N
2

sinsud du
s1 1 cos ud
8p
N

p

3 Dm, N su, fdDn,2 N su, fd
2



(10)

2

Ny2 1 m 1 1
dm,n .
sN 1 2d sN 1 1d

When we insert this operator in Eq. (5) we immediately
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find the upper bound on the mean fidelity to be equal
N11
to N12 .
This is the main result of the paper by Massar and
Popescu [9] who noted that this upper bound can be attained using the special POVM which consists of an infinite
continuous set of operators proportional to isotropically roN N
N N
tated projector j 2 , 2 l k 2 , 2 j. This result is closely related
to the covariant measurements of Holevo [1].
However, our aim is to construct an optimal and finite
POVM. To do so, we have to find a finite set of pairs of
angles hsur , cr dj such that the completeness conditions (8)
which now take the form
X
r

N

N

2
2
cr e2icr sm2nd dm,
N sur dd N sur d  dm,n
n,
2

(11)

2

are fulfilled. Following our general scheme we first
satisfy the completeness conditions (11) for diagonal
terms [compare with Eq. (9)]
X
r

N
2
2
cr dm,
 1;
N sur d

m  2Ny2, . . . , Ny2 .

(12)

2

To satisfy these completeness conditions we choose N 1
1 angles ur to be equidistantly distributed in the k0, pl
[obviously, there are many other choices which may suit
the purpose—see discussion below Eq. (9)]. Then we
solve the system of linear equations for N 1 1 variables cr . For this choice of ur the system (12) has nonnegative solutions. Finally we satisfy the off-diagonal
2sp
conditions by choosing N 1 1 angles cs  N11 for
1 PN
each ur . In this case N11 s0 eics y  dy,0 for all y 
2Ny2, . . . , Ny2 and the off-diagonal conditions are satisfied straightforwardly. This concludes the construction
of the optimal and finite POVM for the spin-1y2 state
estimation.
Example B.—Consider a system of N effectively twolevel atoms (qubits), all initially prepared in the reference
1
p
state p 2 sj0l 1 j1ld by applying so called 2 pulse to
initially deexcited atoms. Then the atoms undergo the
free evolution effectively described by the U(1) group;
1
i.e., the state of the single qubit evolves as p 2 sj0l 1
exphicstdj j1ld. Our task is to find a measurement which
provides the optimal estimation of the phase cstd of the
U(1) rotation which carries the information about the
interaction parameters.
In the standard classification of representations of the
U(1) group the single isolated qubit is described by
the direct sum of two one-dimensional representations
U  s0d © s1d. The representation U N transforming the
entire system of N qubits is then equal to the direct
sum of representations of the form s0d © s1d © · · · sNd.
This acts in the N 1 1 dimensional space spanned by
basis vectors jml, m  0, 1, . . . , N. In this basis matrix
elements F̂m,n of the operator F̂ given by Eq. (4) take the
form
1574

F̂m,n 

Z

2p
0

q


q
dc
2p
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N
N
s N2m
d s N2n
d

2N11

N
N
s N2m
d s N2n
d

2N12

eicsn2md s1 1 cos cd
(13)

s2dm,n 1 dm,n11 1 dm11,n d .

The upper bound on the fidelity Eq. (5) is now too
conservative to be of any use (greater than unity). We
can, however, solve the system of Eqs. (9) which in this
particular case of the commutative group reads
fF̂ 2 L̂g jCl  0;

jkm j Clj2  1;

;m .

(14)

The condition DetsF̂ 2 L̂d  0 now determines the
eigenvector jCl with the zero eigenvalue as a function
of Lagrange multipliers Lm . When we substitute this
eigenvector into the second equation in Eq. (14) we
obtain a set of equations for Lm from which the state jCl
can be determined. The final POVM is then constructed
by rotation of jCl by N 1 1 angles
fs in such a way that
P
all off-diagonal elements of s sÔs dm,n become equal to
zero. This is done in exactly the same way as in example
A. The resulting POVM corresponds to the von Neumann
measurement performed on the composite system of all
N ions characterized by the set of orthogonal projectors
N
X
2p
1
p
jCs l 
ei N 11 sq jql ,
P̂s  jCs l kCs j;
N 1 1 q0
(15)
f is given as the sum:
and the maximal mean fidelity
q
P
N
N
N11 N21
f  1y2 1 1y2
s i d s i11
d.
i0
Finally, we note that the Hermitian operator F̂ constructed from the optimal POVM (15)
N
X
2p
F̂ 
(16)
sP̂s ,
N
11
s0
with the corresponding guesses as eigenvalues, is identical
to the Pegg-Barnett Hermitian phase operator [11] originally introduced within a completely different context.
In conclusion, we have presented a general algorithm
for the optimal state estimation from finite ensembles.
It provides finite POVMs which, following the Neumark
theorem [10], can, at least in principle, be implemented as
simple quantum computations. We discuss these aspects
in detail elsewhere [12].
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